COSIMA Don't click - script!

Training information
1 Organisation and agenda

Basic information

**Term:** 9:00 am - 4:00 pm

**Lunch break:** approx. 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm

**Location:** Bamberg, meeting room (Kapuzinerstr. 32, ground floor)

Training agenda

Welcome & introduction
- Training objectives and topics
- Methodical approach

Overview: scriptable extension capabilities on the client
- General extensions
- Extensions of the publication configurator
- Extensions of the XML editor

Overview: scriptable extension capabilities on the server
- Actions when saving a format
- Actions when loading a format
- Actions for the transformation of formats
- Actions for the status transition
- Planned tasks

Architectural overview: COSIMA-Scripting
- Add scripts
- Configure scripts
- Integrate libraries
- Function overview of the script editor

Application scenarios and examples

Conclusion of the training and feedback